
M I N U T E S  

R S A I  C O U N C I L  M E E T I N G  A T L A N T A  
12H30-14H30, FRIDAY, 15TH NOVEMBER, 2013, ATLANTA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
Jean-Claude Thill welcomed the members of the RSAI Council. The meeting registered the presence of 13 of 
the 15 members of the RSAI Council. 
 
Jean-Claude Thill asked for one minute of silence in memory of Piet Rietveld, a remarkable regional scientist 
and a splendid person. The Council kept one minute of silence. 
 
1. Apologies (JCT) 
 
Council members present: Jean-Claude Thill (President, Councilor at large), Andres Rodriguez-Pose (ERSA), 
Jouke van Dijk (ERSA), Gunther Maier (ERSA), Neil Reid (RSAmericas), Richard Shearmur (RSAmericas), 
Eduardo Haddad (RSAmericas), Patricio Aroca (PRSCO), Rachel Franklin (Councilor at large), Daniel 
Czamanski (Councilor at large), Johan Lundberg (Councilor at large), Amit Batabyal (Councilor at large), and 
Tomaz Dentinho (Executive Director, Councilor at large) 
 
Apologies from Council Members: Jichung Yang (PRSCO) and Paul Dalziel (PRSCO)  
 
Ex-officio members present: Roberta Capello (Editor of PIRS), Mike Carroll (Editor of RSPP), Alessandra 
Faggian (RSA Editor of PIRS). 
 
Apologies from ex-officio members: David Boyce (Archivist); Rui Luís (Treasurer), Paul Elhorst (ERSA Editor 
of PIRS), Takatoshi Tabuchi (PRSCO Editor of PIRS), Yoshitsugu Hayashi (PRSCO Editor of PIRS). 
 
Guests: Yoshiro Higano (Immediate-Past-President), Kingsley Haynes (Past-President) and Hiroyuki 
Shibusawa (PRSCO Executive Director) 
 
M-I. RSAI Council acknowledges the apologies. 
 
Motion M-I was approved unanimously by the councilors. 
 
2. Minutes of previous meeting (JCT) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill asked if there were any corrections to the Minutes of the Palermo Meeting. No 
corrections were made and motion was made. Daniel Czamanski moved and Jean-Claude Thill seconded the 
approval of the Minutes of the Palermo Meeting. The councilors unanimously approved the motion. 
 
M-II. RSAI Council approves unanimously the Minutes of the Palermo Meeting (August 2013)  
 
3. Report of the President on the Strategic Planning Meeting (JCT) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill reported on the Strategic Planning Meeting (Mini Retreat) that took place on the 13th of 
November, from 15H00 till 18H00, involving the members of the Council and the Long Range Planning 
Committee and some invited members. The questions addressed were: 

- What RSAI wants to achieve? Is RSAI in the right direction? Does RSAI aim conferences with a 
large quantity of participants and/or with contributions with quality. 

- How to promote communication with members, students, scientists, practitioners and policy 
makers? 

- How to improve the performance of RSAI? Through the creation of an advisory committee 
involving the Presidents of the supra-regionals and also representatives of sectorial groups 
within RSAI? 



- How to support an improved role of RSAI journals and books? Through a specific committee? 
- How to tackle the challenges of regional science education? 
- How to restructure the organization? Through the creation of a South/Latin American Regional 

Science Association as discussed in the meeting of the Regional Science of Americas? Through 
the redefinition of the geographic scope of PRSCO? 

 
Jean-Claude Thill said that he will reflect on the discussions that took place and make some concrete 
proposals to be presented at the next Council meeting. 
 
M-III. The report of the Strategic Planning Meeting was acknowledged by the RSAI Council. 
 
4. Archivist Report (DB) 
 
Tomaz Dentinho told that David Boyce sent a report that was distributed to the members of the Council 
(Annex 2). He also said that there were issues collecting the information of some webpages because they 
were protected against “crawling” but the problem was solved by requesting authorization from the active 
webmasters.  
 
M-IV. The report of the archivist was acknowledged by the RSAI Council. 
 
Jouke Van Dijk raised the issue that it is important to begin to think about someone to support David Boyce 
as archivist and suggested that Peter Batey – who has recently worked on the archives – could be a good 
support. Jean-Claude Thill indicated that there should be a motion on the issue. Amit Batabyal suggested 
that there should be conversation with David Boyce. Rachel Franklin added that the talk should be with 
David Boyce and Peter Batey. 
 
5. Creation of the Jean Paelinck Award (JCT, KH) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill summarized the situation after the Palermo Council meeting: there was some negative 
reaction regarding the creation of new awards but since there was no time for full discussion the item was 
withdrawn from consideration so it can be more fully discussed. Council agreed to amend the agenda so 
that Kingsley Haynes could present the case on behalf of the LRPC, which support the proposal. 
 
Kingley Haynes said that the LRPC proposes an award with the name of Jean Paelinck with a focus on 
Spatial Econometrics since he was the founder of the field being also a link between Europe and the United 
States. He insisted that it would be nice to do approve the establishment of this award soone rather than 
later. Jean Paelinck has been part of the intellectual base of our Association for many decades. 
 
Amit Batabyal asked if there is any document on the award. Tomaz Dentinho informed that it was 
distributed at the Palermo Council Meeting. The ensuing discussion revolved around the issue of whether 
RSAI or NARSC should manage this prize, whether RSAI needs more prizes, and whether it should be 
specifically to recognize someone’s contribution in Spatial Econometrics. A consensus emerged that an RSAI 
Award honoring Jean Paelinck is befitting, that spatial econometrics may not remain at the cutting edge of 
regional science methods, that an award on spatial econometrics creates a precedent for awards in other 
significant subsets of regional science. Jean-Claude Thill summarized that there seems to be a consensus on 
the creation of an award with the name of Jean Paelinck but there is not much support on the idea of 
limiting it to spatial econometrics. Jean-Claude Thill moved that the Council: - Approves the creation of a 
Jean Paelinck Award; - The award should go for someone’s sustained contribution to methods of Regional 
Science. - Approve the revision of the first proposal following the two points above and that the final 
proposal by email vote as defined in the RSAI by-laws. Daniel Czamanski seconded. 
 
M-V. The Council approved unanimously the creation of a Jean Paelinck Award to recognize the sustained 
contribution of a regional scientist towards methods in Regional Science. The Council approved also that 
the original proposal should be revised according to the two points above and approved by email vote. 



 
6. LRPC report (JCT) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill reported that the LRPC discussed planning for the World Congress, on the reorganization 
of RSAI and on the journal Regional Science Policy and Practice (RSPP).  
 
Regarding RSPP, Jean-Claude Thill said that the plan proposed by Michael Carroll was considered in the light 
of the recommendation made by the Committee chaired by Andres Rodriguez-Pose and approved by 
Council in Palermo. What RSAI needs is a long term perspective on the publication portfolio; eventually 
giving up on targeting practitioners. Where do we stand? We must be aggressive and sharp and not being 
afraid. It is not a good idea to change the name of the journal. Roberta Capello said that the LRPC also 
stressed that we should have to focus on the scope of the journal because there is not a string interaction 
between academics, policy makers and practitioners. We can think of having sections within the journal but 
we have recommendations to go for an academic journal where policy issues are addressed in a meaningful 
way. If we want to have the practitioners involved we should have to discuss their roles. Gunther Maier 
intervened to say that the strategic document seems to be a good one but we need some marketing for 
good papers. Jean-Claude Thill remarked that we will return to this issue and there is a specific point in the 
agenda to do so. 
 
Jean-Claude Thill said that, regarding the World Congress, we have a good webpage, we are calling for 
papers and we are trying to add activities (workshops, special sessions,…) and key note speakers. The target 
is 500 delegates and we have a contract with a major hotel in Bangkok to host the event. Andres Rodriguez-
Pose remarked that we need a lot of contributions from Singapore, Japan, Thailand and Indonesia. Jean-
Claude Thill said that there were some attempts to mobilize the Malaysians but there had been no 
response so far. We need to work on that in concert with PRSCO and also mobilize Chinese scholars. We 
have awards for young scholars. Neil Reid asked about key note speakers. Jean-Claude replied that there 
will be a local speaker on Transportation Issues. Neil Reid stressed that it is important to have a strong 
Chinese delegation. Andres point out the need for the diffusion of the Conference Webpage. 
 
M-VI. The report of the LRPC was acknowledged by the RSAI Council. 
 
  



7. Plan and Budget for 2014 (TPD) (Annex 3) 
 
Tomaz Ponce Dentinho informed the Council that RSAI experienced an increase in the financial movements 
from 2011 to 2013 because membership fees, in 2011, and the support for editors, in 2012, shifted from 
Wiley Blackwell to RSAI. He also reported that Total Assets are expected to grow from 202.627,75 € in 2011 
to 239.950,48 € in 2013 and, if the World Congress gets sufficient margin, to more than 300000 € by the 
end of 2014; a reduction in the editing expenses and a slight increase in membership fees is responsible for 
that. Tomaz Ponce Dentinho informed the Council that the RSAI Plan for 2014 involves the three main 
activities: i) the World Congress in Bangkok with predictable revenues of 147850 € and with estimated 
costs of 84468 €, resulting in an expected positive margin of 63382 €. ii) Publishing Activities (PIRS, RSPP 
and RSAI Newsletter) with foreseeable revenues of 41400 € and with estimated costs of 57800 €, resulting 
in a negative margin of (16400 €); and iii) RSAI Secretariat for membership registration and web 
management that expects to collect 46666 € in membership fees being payments are due to: salaries and 
accountancy costs (8022 €), plaques and awards (3099 €) and investment in new sections (5000 €); the 
surplus of 30545 € goes to cover the negative margin of the publication activities and for an expected 
growth in deposits of 14145 € that will be added with World Congress margin of 63382 €. Finally Tomaz 
Ponce Dentinho informed that the Plan for 2014 involved the payment of a full salary to Elisabete Martins 
with the total cost of 20000 Euros per year; 50% to support the secretariat costs of Papers in Regional 
Science, 25% to support the secretariat costs of Regional Science Policy and Practice; and 25% to support 
the secretariat costs of the World Congress, webpage management and membership fees. 
 
Jean-Claude Thill point out that there is a lot of work to do and supported the work contract of Elisabete 
Martins. Daniel Czamanski stressed that he did not know the history of the numbers presented;  regarding 
the Plan he proposed a publication strategy that could include the announcement of new research results 
for instance in a journal called “Letters in Regional Science”. Jean-Claude Thill defended the creation of a 
Publication Committee. Jouke van Dijk said that Wiley Blackwell runs the two journals of RSAI and the 
revenue for RSAI has not increase because the contract is not very favorable. Gunther Maier said that RSAI 
need an Investment Plan. Jean-Claude Thill informed that RSAI is investing in the World Congress and that it 
is not too late to get things done. Jean-Claude Thill proposed that the Council: - Approves the Plan and the 
Budget for 2014. 
 
M-VII. The RSAI Council approved unanimously the Plan and the Budget for 2014. 
 
Jean-Claude Thill proposed the creation of a Financial Committee to review the financial documents before 
being presented to the Council. The names proposed are: Jean-Claude Thill, Daniel Czamanski, Richard 
Shearmur and Tomaz Ponce Dentinho. Neil Reid seconded the proposal. 
 
M-VIII. The RSAI Council approved unanimously the creation of a Financial Committee composed by Jean-
Claude Thill, Daniel Czamanski, Richard Shearmur and Tomaz Ponce Dentinho. 
 
  



8. RSAI Publications (JCT) 
 

Papers in Regional Science (RC) 
 
Roberta Capello informed the Council that, as announced in Palermo, the editorial team of PIRS is changed 
after the end to the service provided by Yoshitsugu Hayashi; the team is now reinforced by Michaela Trippl  
who has a very good scientific curriculum (CV in Annex 4)and is an expert in qualitative analysis, 
complementing the editorial team in that field. The editorial team is now composed of five members, all of 
them starting in 2013: Roberta Capello (Politecnico di Milano), Alessandra Faggian (Ohio State University, 
U.S.A.), Paul Elhorst (University of Groningen, the Netherlands), Takatoshi Tabuchi (University of Tokyo) 
Michaela Trippl (University of Lund) and Eduardo Haddad, book review editor (University of São Paulo).  
 
Jean-Claude Thill proposed a motion for the Council to accept the nomination proposal of Michaela Tripoli 
as part of the editorial team of Papers in Regional Science. The motion was seconded by Tomaz Ponce 
Dentinho.  
 
M-IX RSAI Council approved unanimously the nomination of Michaela Trippl as Associate Editor of Papers in 
Regional Science  
 

Regional Science Policy and Practice (MC) 
 
Michael Carroll reported on RSPP’s Reorientation Strategy (Annex 5) that was distributed to RSAI Council 
Members. The report presents a three-year strategy to reorient RSPP away from a practitioner audience to 
one more aligned with regional policy and planning issues. It addresses the issues highlighted by the 
committee report presented in Palermo in August 2013. Michael Carroll informed that he did not suggest 
anyone for the new editorial board and proposed that this should reflect the reorientation of the journal 
proposed in the report. 
 
Gunther Maier asked if RSPP has its contents in Repec. Jean Claude Thill reinforced the point. Michael 
Carroll said that Wiley Blackwell sells the journal within a package and they are not providing enough effort 
to promote the journal. Richard Shearmur asked if WB already applied to get an Impact Factor. Michael 
Carroll informed that Wiley Blackwell just received a negative answer from another journal and they 
advised against take a risk with RSPP. Richard Shearmur said that we are sailing against the winds. 
Regarding the Impact Factor of the journal Jean-Claude Thill also said that we need to have a bench mark 
and a time line to reach that since it takes a long time to get there. 
 
Concerning the new editorial board, it is strong advised that policy researchers from international 
organizations (OECD, IMF, World Bank, EU, IDB, IADB, etc) be invited to be involved in the new direction 
taken by the journal. Daniel Czamanski said it is a question of the editorial board but there is a large group 
of scholars that have been in the domains of public policy but they contribute to journals in other fields, 
such as Public Administration, Urban Studies, Public Affairs; what is the competitive strategies vis-à-vis 
those journals; those people do not come to RSAI conferences. It is also stressed that a more pro-active 
stance be adopted by the the journal editors to recruit a larger pool of submissions.  
 
Yoshiro Higano, from the Long Range Planning Committee, said that we need action, controllable action but 
more action. Gunther Maier added that the editorial board should give a stronger sense of the direction to 
follow. Richard Shearmur reinforced that the general guides of the Reorientation Strategy are good but we 
need more precise measures to achieve the objectives.  
 
Jean-Claude Thill proposed motions to approve the broad lines of the RSPP Reorientation Strategy, while a 
final document will be submitted for formal approval by Council by email, and the reappointment of Mike 
Carroll as Editor for a two-year term. Both motions were seconded. 
 



M-X. RSAI Council approves the broad lines of the RSPP Reorientation and requests a final strategic 
document that reflects the need for more precise performance measures be submitted for final approval by 
Council by email vote. The motion was approved by email vote with 9 votes in favor and 1 abstention; 5 
councilors did not reply to the on-line vote. 
 
M-XI. RSAI Council approves the reappointment of Michael Carroll as Editor of RSPP, while a new slate of 
Associate Editors must be subjected to RSAI Council approval in Spring 2014.The motion was approved by 
email vote with 9 votes in favor; 6 councilors did not reply to the on-line vote. 
 

RSAI Newsletter (TPD) 
 
Tomaz Dentinho informed the Council that nobody answered the call for editors but, through the contact 
with Roberta Capello, Andrea Caragliu, from the Polytechnic of Milan, sent a letter of motivation and his 
Curriculum Vitae (annex 6). Roberta Capello suggested that Graham Clarke, from the University of Leeds, 
should continue to provide his support for editing the RSAI Newsletter. Jean-Claude Thill proposed a 
motion to appoint Andrea Caragliu as editor of the RSAI Newsletter and invite Graham Clarke to continue 
his close collaboration with the enw editor. Daniel Czamanski seconded. 
 
M-XII RSAI Council appointed unanimously Andrea Caragliu as editor of the RSAI Newsletter and approved 
to reach out to Graham Clarke to invite him to stay on as co-editor of the newsletter. The motion was 
approved by email vote with 9 votes in favor; 6 councilors did not reply to the on-line vote. 
 
9. Sections Recognition and Development (JCT) 
 

RSAmericas (JCT) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill reported that he visited Peru before the RSAmericas conference in Arica to gauge interest 
in creating a section in Peru. Patricio Aroca informed that the Summer Institute of PRSCO will be organized 
in Ecuador and there are good prospects for the creation of a RSAI Section in Ecuador. Tomaz Ponce 
Dentinho informed the Council that Eduardo Haddad went to the Congress of Local Development in Cuba 
where there was a RSAI Plenary Session of 2 hours and 300 delegates; the prospects of having a section in 
Cuba in 2014 are great; he also informed that the II Congress of the Ibero American Regional Science 
Network will take place in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, in October 2014. 
 

• ERSA (JVD) 
 
Jouke van Dijk reported that the European Regional Science Association recognized, in the European 
Regional Science Association Committee Meeting of Palermo, in August, the Baltic Section on the terms of 
RSAI Constitution that allows supra-nationals to recognize new sections within their spatial area. 
 
Jean-Claude Thill proposed a motion to acknowledge the recognition of the Baltic Section and to ask the 
RSAI Secretariat to interact with ERSA secretariat and the Baltic Section regarding membership enrolment 
and the establishment of interaction procedures between RSAI, ERSA and the Baltic Section. The motion 
was seconded. 
 
M-XIII RSAI acknowledges and congratulates the creation of the Baltic Section involving the members from 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. The motion was approved by email vote with 9 votes in favor; 6 councilors did 
not reply to the on-line vote. 
 

• PRSCO (JCT) 
 
Jean-Claude Thill indicated that the creation of a RSAI section in Thailand is proceeding very well in concert 
with the organization of the World Congress in Bangkok. 



 
10. AOB 
 
None other issue was raised by councilors and the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Date of next meeting (Wednesday, 28th May, 2014, Bangkok, Thailand) 
 

Annex 1- On-line votes (In favor Y, Against X, Abstention -) 
Motion Number X XI XII XIII 
Motion Topiv RSPP R MCarroll Andrea NL Baltic S 
Jean-Claude Thill y y y y 
Andres Rodriguez-Pose y    
Jouke van Dijk     
Gunther Maier     
Jichung Yang     
Patrício Aroca     
Paul Dalziel y y y y 
Eduardo Haddad y y y y 
Neil Reid - y y y 
Richard Sheamur     
Amit Batabyal  y y y y 
Rachel Franklin  y y y y 
Daniel Czamanski  y y y y 
Johan Lundberg y y y y 
Tomaz Dentinho y y y y 

 

 

  



Appendix 2- Archivist Report (DB) 
 

Regional Science Association International 
Office of the Archivist 

2149 Grey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201 USA 
dboyce@uic.edu 

Fifteenth Report to the RSAI Council 
Archival of RSAI Websites 
Thirty-one websites of the RSAI and its various subdivisions have been archived from 2 to 5 times during the past year 
by the RSAI Archives at Cornell University Library. These website data will be saved indefinitely. The efforts of 
webmasters of RSAI sections, supranational organizations and the RSAI itself are gratefully acknowledged. The list of 
archived websites follows in the order found on the website noted at the end of the list: 
Canadian Regional Science Association 
Gesellschaft für Regionalforschung 
Asociación Española de Ciencia Regional 
Associazione Italiana di Scienze Regionali 
Asociación Mexicana de Ciencias para el Desarrollo Regional 
Australia New Zealand Regional Science Association 
Associaçao Portuguesa para o Desenvolvimento Regional 
Association de Science Régionale de Langue Française 
Bölge Bilimi Türk Milli Komitesi, Regional Science Association - Turkish Section 
Bangladesh Regional Science Association 
European Regional Science Association 
Asociación Española de Ciencia Regional - AECR Review 
Israeli Regional Science Association 
Japan Section of the Regional Science Association International 
Korean Regional Science Association 
Mid-Continent Regional Science Association 
Magyar Regionális Tudományi Társaság, Hungarian Regional Science Association 
North American Regional Science Council 
Regional Science Association - Nordic Section 
ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΟ ΤΜΗΜΑ ΤΗΣ ΕΥΡΩΠΑΪΚΗΣ ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑΣ ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑΚΗΣ ΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΗΣ, 
 Regional Science Association - Greek Section 
Pacific Regional Science Conference Organisation 
Regional Science Association International 
Asociatia Romana Pentru Studii Regionale, Romanian Regional Science Association 
Regional Science Association of China 
Regional Science Association International - British and Irish Section 
Regional Science Association of the Americas 
Regional Science Association Nederland 
La Sociedad Chilena de Estudios Regionales 
Southern Regional Science Association 
Western Regional Science Association 
http://www.archive-it.org/collections/3134?fc=websiteGroup%3AArchitecture+%26+Planning 
 
Other Related Matters 
The following documents were received and deposited in the RSAI Archives at Cornell University Library during the 
past year: 

1.   The Progress and Perspectives of Regional Science in Japan: 
      The Golden 50th Anniversary (in English in electronic form)  
      The History of the Japan Section of the RSAI, in Japanese. 
I have also received a copy of the English version of the history of the Japan Section of the RSAI with a request for 
editorial assistance. So far, I have not found the time to undertake this editorial effort. 
2.  50 ans de science régionale francophone (electronic copy of a book published by Antoine Bailly, Pierre-Henri 
Derycke and André Torre on the history of the French Language Regional Science Association. 

Copies of the cover pages of these two items are attached. 
 



Leon N. Moses, Professor Emeritus, Department of Economics, Northwestern University, died on October 12, 2013. 
Professor Moses served as President of the Regional Science Association, 1972-73. Professor Moses also served as the 
local arrangements chair of the 1974 North American Meetings in Chicago. 
Lawrence R. Klein, Professor Emeritus, Department of Economics, University of Pennsylvania, died on October 20, 
2013 at age 93. Professor Klein supported the establishment of the Department of Regional Science at Penn in 1958, 
and was helpful to Professor Walter Isard over the years they served together of the faculty of the Economics 
Department at Penn. 
Members of Council should keep in mind that donations of notes and records of participation in RSAI organizational 
matters are always welcome. Materials may be sent to Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University 
Library, 2B Carl A. Kroch Library, Ithaca, NY 14853-5301. A copy of the letter of submission should be sent to me at the 
address shown above. Questions concerning what materials are appropriate for archiving should be addressed to me. 
In general, all original materials (letters, papers, notes, etc.) pertaining to RSAI business should be archived. 
 
David Boyce, RSAI Archivist 
October 22, 2013 
 
cc: Elaine Engst ee11@cornell.edu and Liz Muller edm29@cornell.edu, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, 
Cornell University Library, 2B Carl A. Kroch Library, Ithaca, NY 14853-5301. 
 

 

  



Appendix 3: Plan and Budget for 2014 and Provisional Income Statements and Balance Sheets 
Plan for 2014 
The RSAI Plan for 2014 involves the following main activities: 

- World Congress in Bangkok with predictable revenues of 147850 € and with estimated costs of 84468 €, 
resulting in an expected positive margin of 63382 €. 

- Publishing Activities (PIRS, RSPP and RSAI Newsletter) with foreseeable revenues of 41400 € and with 
estimated costs of 57800 €, resulting in a negative margin of (16400 €). 

- RSAI Secretariat for membership registration and web management expects to collect 46666 € in 
membership fees. Payments are due to salaries and accountancy costs (8022 €), plaques and awards 
(3099 €) and investment in new sections (5000 €). The margin of 30545 € goes to cover the negative 
margin of the publication activities and for an expected growth in deposits of 14145 € that will be added 
with the Congress margin of 63382 €, leading to an expected profit and increase in deposits of 77526 €. 

Budget for 2014 

 

Description
 PORTUGUESE SECTION                 1.540,00 € 
 JAPONESE SECTION                 8.052,00 € 
 GERMAN SECTION                 2.370,00 € 
 SPANISH SECTION                 4.750,00 € 
 CROATIA SECTION                     350,00 € 
 SLOVAKIA SECTION                     820,00 € 
 TURKISH SECTION                     360,00 € 
 DUTCH SECTION                 1.404,00 € 
 ITALIAN SECTION                 1.940,00 € 
 ROMANIAN SECTION                     440,00 € 
 ARSC SECTION                 2.063,00 € 
 NARSC SECTION                 6.567,00 € 
 BRAZIL SECTION                 1.620,00 € 
 FRENCH SECTION                 2.245,00 € 
 ISRAEL SECTION                     188,00 € 
 UK & IRELAND SECTION                     663,00 € 
BALTIC SECTION                     300,00 € 
POLISH SECTION                     410,00 € 
 MEXICAN SECTION                 1.247,00 € 
 AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND SECTION                     600,00 € 
 HUNGARIAN SECTION                     167,00 € 
 COLOMBIAN SECTION                     280,00 € 
 NORDIC SECTION                     250,00 € 
 GREEK SECTION                     370,00 € 
 TAIWAN SECTION                 2.036,00 € 
 CHILEAN SECTION                     334,00 € 
 KOREAN SECTION                 2.000,00 € 
 MALYSIAN SECTION                 1.500,00 € 
 INDONESIAN SECTION                 1.500,00 € 
 ARGENTINA SECTION                     300,00 € 
PRIS AND RSPP 2013 PROFIT SHARE 15.000,00 €             
Advance on editorial and travel expenses payment 2014 19.000,00 €             
Editor’s Expenses for PIRS and RSPP 2014 7.400,00 €                

World Congress 2015 World Congress (Bangkok, Thailand) 147.850,00 €           
Autonomous AUTONOMOUS ACTIVITIES (SUMMER COURSES, CONFERENCES) 25.000,00 €             

260.916,00 €           
BILLING SOFTWARE LICENSE                     180,00 € 
Accounting & Auditor                 2.842,00 € 
PLAQUES AND MEDALS 1.000,00 €                
RSAI dissertation WINNER 750,00 €                   
The Peter Nijkamp Research Encouragement Award 750,00 €                   
Martin Beckmann RSAI Annual Award 599,00 €                   
New Sections 5.000,00 €                

RSAI Secretariat MANAGEMENT 2014 Central OFFICE (memberships, website, conferences) 5.000,00 €                
MANAGEMENT 2014 EDITORIAL OFFICE RSPP 5.000,00 €                
MANAGEMENT 2014 EDITORIAL OFFICE PIRS 10.000,00 €             
PIRS travel reimboursements 5.000,00 €                
RSPP travel reimboursements 10.000,00 €             
RSAI Newsletter Editors 2.000,00 €                
RSAI MEMBERSHIPS to JOHN WILEY & SONS LDT - WB 25.800,00 €             

World Congress 2015 World Congress (Bangkok, Thailand) 84.468,20 €             
Autonomous AUTONOMOUS ACTIVITIES (SUMMER COURSES, CONFERENCES) 25.000,00 €             

183.389,20 €           
NET PROFIT 77.526,80 €             

COSTS OF GOODS 
AND SUPPLIES OF 

EXTERNAL 
SERVICES

SALES AND SERVICES

RSAI 
MEMBERSHIPS

Publishing 
Activity

TOTAL REVENUES

TOTAL COSTS

Awards and 
Supports

JOHN WILEY & 
SONS LDT - WB

Accounts



Looking into the evolution of RSAI account since the headquarters were transferred to the Azores it is clear that: 
- There was an increase in the financial movement from 2011 to 2013 because membership fees in 2011 

and the support for editors in 2012 shifted from Wiley Blackwell to RSAI. 
- Total assets grew from 202.627,75 € in 2011 to an expectable 239.950,48 € in 2013 and, if the World 

Congress gets sufficient margin to more than 300000 € by the end of 2014. 
Income Statements 2011-2014 

ITENS +/- 2011 2012 2013 Prevision 2014 Previson 
Sales and Services + 24.308,50 €  52.490,47 €  82.766,00 €  241.916,00 €  

Cost of Goods & Consumed 
Materials 

- -   €  -   €  -   €  84.468,20 €  

Operating subsidies + -   €  7.900,00 €  -   €  -   €  

Supplies and External Services - 4.850,07 €  45.819,66 €  71.922,00 €  78.922,00 €  

Charges with Workers - -   €  -   €  -   €  20.000,00 €  

Other Income and Gains + 10.961,84 €  229,40 €  6,27 €  19.000,00 €  

Other Expenses and Losses - 0,14 €  36,60 €  11,00 €  -   €  

(EBITA) = 30.420,13 €  14.763,61 €  10.839,27 €  77.525,80 €  
Financial Liquid Losses - 19,00 €  245,70 €  14,24 €  -   €  

Financial Liquid Gains + -   €  -   €  3,00 €  -   €  

(EBT) = 30.401,13 €  14.517,91 €  10.828,03 €  77.525,80 €  
Income tax for the period - -   €  56,89 €  -   €  -   €  

Net profit for the Period  = 30.401,13 €  14.461,02 €  10.828,03 €  77.525,80 €  

Balances 2011-2014 
ITENS 2011 2012 2013 

Prevision 
2014  

Prevision  
ASSET   

Non-current Asset   

Non-current Asset -   €  -   €  -   €  -   €  

Current Asset   

Clients 1.944,00 €  10.656,00 €  880,00 €  -   €  

State and other public entities 85,07 €  177,24 €  237,54 €  237,54 €  

Other current assets -   €  7.900,00 €  90.000,00 €  90.000,00 €  

Cash and Demand deposits 200.598,68 €  209.634,10 €  148.832,94 €  225.958,74 €  

Total Assets 202.627,75 €  228.367,34 €  239.950,48 €  316.196,28 €  
    

 OWN FUNDS AND LIABILITIES   

                         Own Funds   

Paid-up Funds    169.964,62 €  176.588,39 €  176.588,39 €  176.588,39 €  

Reserves -   €  30.401,13 €  44.862,15 €  55.690,18 €  

Other changes in endowment funds -   €  5.409,91 €  5.409,91 €  5.409,91 €  

Net profit for the period 30.401,13 €  14.461,02 €  10.828,03 €  77.525,80 €  

Total Own Funds 200.365,75 €  226.860,45 €  237.688,48 €  315.214,28 €  
Liabilities   

Non-current Liabilities   

Non-current Liabilities -   €                   -   €                   -   €                  -   €  

Current Liabilities   

State and other public entities                   -   €             56,89 €                   -   €                  -   €  

Deferrals 2.262,00 €  1.450,00 €  2.262,00 €  982,00 €  

Total Liabilities 2.262,00 €  1.506,89 €  2.262,00 €  982,00 €  
Total of Own Funds and Liabilities  202.627,75 €  228.367,34 €  239.950,48 €  316.196,28 €  

 
 
  



Appendix 4: Curriculum Vitae of MICHAELA TRIPPL  
 
Status: August 2013 
Home address: 
Flygelvägen 101 
SE-22 472 Lund, Sweden 
Telephone home: 
++ 46 7351 41963 
Telephone work: 
++ 46 (0)46 222 3191 
E-mail: michaela.trippl@keg.lu.se 
Personal Data 
Date of birth:  June 18, 1970 
Marital status: Unmarried 
Nationality: Austrian citizen 
Command of foreign languages: 
German: Mother tongue 
English: Fluent 
Swedish, Spanish: Intermediate 
Education 
Diploma:  
Diploma in Economics (1996) 
Mag. rer. soc.oec, Vienna University of Economics and Business (Austria), 1996 
Title of the thesis: Institutionelle Barrieren für Regionalentwicklung in alten  
Industriegebieten (Institutional barriers to regional development in old industrial areas). 
Doctorate:  
Doctorate in Economics (2004) with distinction 
Dr. rer. soc. oec., Vienna University of Economics and Business (Austria), 2004 
Title of the thesis: Die Transformation regionaler Cluster in alten Industriegebieten  
(The transformation of clusters in old industrial areas). 
Habilitation (venia docendi):  
Habilitation in Economic Geography and Innovation Research 
Privatdozentin, Vienna University of Economics and Business (Austria), 2011 
Title of the cumulative habilitation thesis: Regional innovation systems and  
the geography of knowledge links 
Docent (Swedish system): 
Docent in Human Geography  
Lund University (Sweden), 2012 
Employment 
Associate Professor (Senior Lecturer), CIRCLE, Lund University, Sweden (August 2013 – present) 
Associate Professor (Senior Lecturer), Department of Human Geography, Lund University Sweden (March 2012 – July 2013) 
“Habilitationsassistentin” (Assistant Professor), Institute for Regional Development and Environment 
Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU Vienna) (2008-2012) 
Research assistant, Institute for Regional Development and Environment, WU Vienna (2002 – 2008)  
Lecturer at the University of Applied Sciences of BFI Vienna (2005-2008)  
Tutor at University of Vienna (2004-2005)  
Associate, researcher at the Institute for Regional Innovation, Vienna, Austria (1998-2002) 
Researcher at ÖAR-Regionalberatung, Vienna, Austria (1997-1998) 
Areas of Specialization: Disciplines and Fields 
Economic geography, innovation studies. Special focus on: geography of innovation, cross-border regionalisation processes, regional clusters, long-
term regional structural change, labour mobility and regional development, spatial patterns and institutional foundations of the knowledge 
economy, regional innovation policy 
Member Editorial Board 
Regional Studies, Review of Regional Research (Jahrbuch für Regionalwissenschaft) 
Research Projects 
2002 - 2004 KNOWING – Collective Learning in Knowledge Economies (funded by the Austrian Science Fund).   
2004 - 2007 DEMOLOGOS – Development Models and Logics of Socioeconomic Organisation in Space (funded by the 

European Commission’s Framework Programme).   
2005 - 2006 Cluster development and policy in the Vienna biotechnology sector (funded by the Jubilee Fund of the City of 

Vienna for the Vienna University of Economics and Business).   
2006 - 2007 Innovation and Knowledge Links in the Vienna ICT cluster (funded by the Jubilee Fund of the City of Vienna for 

the Vienna University of Economics and Business  
2006 - 2008 DYNREG – Dynamic Regions in a Knowledge-Driven Global Economy: Lessons and Policy Implications for the EU 

(funded by the European Commission’s Framework Programme).   
2006 - 2009 Opportunities, perspectives and potentials for the Vienna economy in the Central Eastern Region Centrope: A 

transdisciplinary approach to regional development in the knowledge economy (funded by the City of Vienna).   
2007 - 2009 CURE – Corporate Culture and Regional Embeddedness (funded by the European Commission’s Framework 

Programme).   
2007 - 2009 The knowledge economy, economic transformations and ICT in the EU25+: Regional dynamics in the 

deployment phase (Study commissioned by the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies of the European 
Commission’s Joint Research Centre).   

2007 - 2010 Constructing Regional Advantage: Towards State-of-the-Art Regional Innovation System Policies in Europe? 
(funded by the European Science Foundation).   



2008 - 2009 Innovation networks and technology transfer in the cross-border region of Centrope (funded by the Jubilee 
Fund of the City of Vienna for the Vienna University of Economics and Business).   

2008 - 2010 IAREG – Intangible Assets and Regional Economic Growth (funded by the European Commission’s Framework 
Programme).   

2011 - 2012 Vienna and the Third Function of Higher Education Institutions (funded by the City of Vienna). 

2011 - 2013 Cluster life cycles – the role of actors, networks and institutions in emerging, growing, declining and renewing 
clusters (European Science Foundation).   

2013 - 2016 Smart Specialisation For Regional Innovation (funded by the European Commission’s Framework Programme). 
Publications (journal articles, monographs, book chapters only) 
Refereed Scientific Journals 
2013 Grillitsch, M. and Trippl, M. (2013) Combining knowledge from different sources, channels and geographical scales. 

European Planning Studies (accepted for publication, forthcoming). 
 Lunquist, K.-J. and Trippl, M. (2013) Distance, proximity and types of cross-border innovation systems: A conceptual 

analysis. Regional Studies 47 (3), pp. 450-460. 
 Trippl, M. (2013) Islands of Innovation as Magnetic Centres of Star Scientists? Empirical Evidence on Spatial 

Concentration and Mobility Patterns. Regional Studies 47 (2), pp. 229-244.  
2011 Trippl, M. (2011) Scientific Mobility and Knowledge Transfer at the Interregional and Intraregional Level. First published 

on: 11 March 2011 (iFirst). Regional Studies, pp. 1-15. 
 Trippl, M. (2011) Regional Innovation Systems and Knowledge Sourcing Activities in Traditional Industries – Evidence 

from the Vienna Food Sector. Environment and Planning A 43 (7), pp. 1599-1616. 
2010 Trippl, M. (2010) Developing cross-border regional innovation systems: key factors and challenges. Tijdschrift voor 

Economische en Sociale Geografie 101 (2), pp. 150-160.  
 Trippl, M. and Maier, G. (2010) Knowledge spillover agents and regional development. Papers in Regional Science 89 (2), 

pp. 229-233. 
2009 Trippl, M., Tödtling, F. and Lengauer, L. (2009) Knowledge sourcing beyond buzz and pipelines: evidence from the Vienna 

software cluster. Economic Geography 85 (4), pp. 443-462. 
 Trippl, M. and Otto, A. (2009) How to turn the fate of old industrial areas: a comparison of cluster-based renewal 

processes in Styria and the Saarland. Environment and Planning A 41 (5), pp. 1217-1233. 
2008 Trippl, M. and Tödtling, F. (2008) From the ivory tower to the market place: Knowledge organisations and the 

development of biotechnology clusters. Journal of Regional Analysis and Policy 38 (2), pp. 159-175. 
 Tödtling, F., Lengauer, L. and Trippl, M. (2008) Start-ups and innovation in the Vienna ICT sector: how important is the 

local cluster? International Journal of Services Technology and Management 10 (2/3/4), pp. 299-317. 
2007 Trippl, M. and Tödtling, F. (2007) Developing biotechnology clusters in non-high technology regions – The case of 

Austria. Industry & Innovation 14 (1), pp. 27-47. 
 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2007) Knowledge Links in High-Technology Industries: Markets, Networks, or Milieu? The 

Case of the Vienna Biotechnology Cluster. International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management 7 
(2/3/4/5), pp. 345-365. 

2006 Tödtling, F., Lehner, P. and Trippl, M. (2006) Innovation in knowledge intensive industries: The nature and geography of 
knowledge links. European Planning Studies 14 (8), pp. 1035-1058. 

2005 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2005) One size fits all? Towards a differentiated regional innovation policy approach. 
Research Policy, 34 (8), pp. 1203-1219. 

2004 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2004) Like Phoenix from the Ashes? The Renewal of Clusters in Old Industrial Areas. Urban 
Studies, 41 (5/6), pp. 1175-1195. 

Monographs  
2007 Cooke, P., DeLaurentis, C., Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2007) Regional Knowledge Economies. Edward Elgar, Cheltenham.  
2004 Trippl, M. (2004) Innovative Cluster in alten Industriegebieten (Innovative clusters in old industrial areas). LIT, Münster. 

Book Chapters 
2013 Trippl, M. and Bergman, E.M. (2013) Industrial districts, innovative milieus and clusters. In M. Fischer and P. Nijkamp 

(eds.), Handbook of Regional Science, Springer, Berlin (forthcoming). 
 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2013) Innovation and knowledge links in metropolitan regions: the case of Vienna. In J. 

Klaesson, B. Johansson, C. Karlsson (eds.), Metropolitan Regions, Springer, Berlin (forthcoming). 
 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2013) Transformation of regional innovation systems: from old legacies to new development 

paths. In P. Cooke (ed.), Re-framing regional development, Routledge, London, pp. 297-317. 
 Trippl, M., Tödtling, F. and Schuldner, R. (2013) Creative and cultural industries in Austria. In L. Lazzeretti (ed.), Creative 

industries and innovation in Europe, Routledge, London, pp. 86-102. 
 Trippl, M. (2013) Star scientists, islands of innovation and internationally networked labour markets. In U. Hilpert and H. 

Lawton Smith (eds.), Networking regionalised innovative labour markets. Routledge, London, pp. 58-77. 
2012 Trippl, M. (2012) Innovation networks in a cross-border context: the case of Vienna. In M. Van Geenhuizen and P. 

Nijkamp (eds.), Knowledge cities, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, pp. 273-301. 
 Trippl, M. and Maier, G. (2012) Star Scientists and Regional Knowledge Transfer. In K. Westeren (ed.), The knowledge 

economy – innovation, learning and clusters, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, pp. 75-100.   
2011 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2011) Regional innovation systems. In P. Cooke, B. Asheim, R. Boschma, R. Martin, D. Schwartz 

and F. Tödtling (eds.), Handbook of Regional Innovation and Growth, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, pp. 455-466. 
 Trippl, M. and Maier, G. (2011) Star scientists as drivers of the development of regions. In Nijkamp, P. and Siedschlag, I. 

(eds.) Innovation, growth and competitiveness. Dynamic regions in the knowledge-based world economy, Springer, 
Berlin and Heidelberg, pp. 113-134. 

 Trippl, M. and Maier, G. (2011) Knowledge spillover agents and regional development. In Nijkamp, P. and Siedschlag, I. 
(eds.) Innovation, growth and competitiveness. Dynamic regions in the knowledge-based world economy, Springer, 
Berlin and Heidelberg, pp. 91-111. 

2010 Trippl, M. and Tödtling, F. (2010) Innovation and the Pattern of Knowledge Sourcing in the Vienna Software Cluster. In 
Doloreux, D., Freel, M. and Shearmur, R. (eds.) Knowledge-intensive business services, Ashgate, Aldershot, pp. 167-185. 

2009 Maier, G. and Trippl, M. (2009) Location/allocation of regional growth. In Capello, R. and Nijkamp, P. (eds.), Handbook of 
regional growth and development theories, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, pp. 53-65. 



 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2009) The biotech cluster of Vienna, Austria. In OECD (ed.) Clusters, innovation and 
entrepreneurship. OECD, Paris, pp. 103-130. 

2008 Trippl, M. and Tödtling, F. (2008) Cluster Renewal in Old Industrial Regions – Continuity or Radical Change? In Karlsson, 
Ch. (ed.) Handbook of Research on Clusters. Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, pp. 203-218.  

2005 Tödtling, F. and Trippl, M. (2005): Networking and Project Organization in the Styrian Automotive Industry. In A. 
Lagendijk and P. Oinas (Eds.) Proximity, Distance and Diversity. Ashgate, Aldershot, pp. 89-107. 

2002 Tödtling, F., Trippl, M. and Bratl, H. (2002): Innovation Networks in Reconversion Regions – The Case of Styria. In R. 
MacNaughton and M. Green (eds.) Global Competition and Local Networks, Ashgate, Aldershot. 

  



Appendix 5: RSPP Reorientation Strategy 
 

 

RSP
P 

Reorientation Strategy 

2013-2016 

 

Introduction 
This report will present a three year strategy to reorient RSPP away from a practitioner audience to 
one more aligned with regional policy and planning issues.  It serves as a strategic blueprint of the 
current editors remaining three years in office.  It addresses the issues highlighted by the 
committee report presented in Palermo in August of this year.   

The report is organized as follows.  The first section provides a brief summary of the 
recommendations from the committee report offered at the RSAI meeting in Palermo.  These are 
quotations taken directly from the recommendations section and are offered here as guidelines and 
objectives of the reorganization presented here. The editorial team’s strategies and guidelines for 
rebranding and increasing submissions are presented next.  This report finishes with a synopsis of 
management changes and a timeline with objectives and metrics. 

   

Summary of committee recommendations from Palermo 
report: 
Scope, aim, and audience of RSPP 

…the committee wishes to recommend a reorientation of the journal in order to 
make it a mainstream scholarly journal dealing with academic research covering 
regional science and policy issues…the committee feels that RSPP should drop any 
pretense of catering to a wider practitioner community…concentrate on high-end 
decision-makers and international organization officials and the academic 
community… 

Submissions and indexing 

…Increasing the number of submissions of the journal is a must…the committee 
feels that achieving Thomson ISI Web of knowledge and Scopus indexing is of 
importance in order to increase visibility of the journal and, possibility, to encourage 
more and better quality submissions… 

Management 

…the committee recommends some changes in management, replacing with 
immediate effect those associate editors who have been less responsive and/or had 



a lower workload…RSAI should also devote greater resources to the journal in 
order to help with managerial and clerical issues… 

 

Rebranding Building General Readership 

The editorial team agrees with the need to reorient the journal away from the practitioner 
community to an academic journal catering to issues related to regional policy and planning issues. 
Participation from the practitioner community has been limited and the team feels it will be more 
productive to focus on the academic aspects of the journal.  Rebranding a journal is a delicate 
process and the team will do everything to ensure success.   The rebranding will provide an 
opportunity to increase general awareness of the journal.  We propose to do the following to 
increase general readership and interest in the reoriented journal.    

 

Specific steps 

� The Editor-in-Chief will write an editorial in the March 2014 issue redefining the scope and 
aim of the journal. This will serve as the new beginning of RSPP.     
 

� Include a one page summary of RSPP articles in the registration material at RSAI 
conferences 
 

� Send journal information to policy related organizations highlighting the rebranded journal.  
This would include the World Bank, Education Association of University Centers, as well as 
other policymaking organizations.  
 

� Send key articles to WB to be included in email alerts and general marketing efforts.   
 

� Align special issue releases to coincide with RSAI conferences 
 

� Explore the possibility of having a keynote address at an RSAI conference and then be the 
lead article in the first paper of the year (WB has open access to the March issue).   
 

We will try this at the World Congress in Bangkok.  Jean-Claude has 
invited Henry Yeung to an organized session of RSPP.  The editorial 
team will coordinate the solicitation of companion papers and 
arrange the marketing campaign with WB.  Henry prefers this option 
to a regular special issue. 

 
� Develop the RSPP website that is hosted by WB.  This will be separate from the existing 

RSPP web portal.  WB offers this service to its journals without charge.  It is generally a 
less formal site that includes links to articles, discussions, reading lists etc.  This will be 
designed to appeal to the policymaking community as well as the academic community. 
 

� Develop a recommended reading list for international level (World Bank etc.) policymakers.  
The list would include recent books or articles of prominent regional scientists.  It would be 
hosted on the WB website.  It could also be emailed separately to potential policy 
organizations and included on RSAI website. 



 
� Develop a best paper prize similar to the Martin Beckmann Prize offered to PIRS authors.      

 
� Develop special sessions at RSAI events that feature RSPP. This is designed to get the 

journal’s name into the programs at the RSAI events.  The example listed below will be 
introduced at the ANZRSAI meetings in December.  We plan to replicate the session for the 
World Congress in Bangkok, ERSA in St. Petersburg, and NARSC in Washington.    
 

Roundtable Session 

Why Regional Science is Relevant to Policymakers 

A four person panel where each speaker is given 15 minutes to articulate why 
regional science is useful to policymakers.  Comments will be summarized and 
added to the non-refereed section of Regional Science Policy and Practice. 

    Session Structure 

Overview- Chair of the Session Michael C. Carroll will give a 5 minute overview. 

1) Theoretical treatment of the question by a regional scientist.  This lays the 
philosophical foundation of engagement efforts.  (Neil Reid) 

2) A presentation made by a university administrator (preferably of the host 
university) highlighting the extent to which they are or are not engaged with the local  
community, why they decided to be more or less engaged, and an outline the 
collaborative projects they had with the local community.  (Paul Dalziel) 

3) Presentation made by a regional scientist of a case study that highlights the 
benefits of a collaborative project between academia and a policymaker/practitioner.  
What were the benefits to the academic?  This gets at the benefits of the 
collaboration from the academics point of view.  (Terry Clower) 

4) Presentation made by a policymaker/practitioner of a case study that 
highlights the benefits of a collaborative project between the 
policymaker/practitioner.  What were the benefits to the policymaker/practitioner? 
This gets at the benefits of the collaboration from the policymaker/practitioner from 
point of view.  (James Rowe) 

Discussion 

Citation/submission strategy 

It is imperative that we get an ISI impact factor and that requires citations.  Currently it is difficult to 
find RSPP because it is not listed on any of the standard search engines (Google Scholar the 
exception).  WB was reluctant to apply for an impact factor because of low citation rates.  The 
editorial team will work with WB to explore all indexing options and coordinate a submission to ISI 
by June of 2014.  

The increased attention given to RSPP’s rebranding efforts will help increase submissions and 
citations.   

Specific actions 



� Subdivide the TOC of the journal to ensure the citing agencies only include relevant 
content.  We will carve out specific sections.  We will clearly delineate citable articles from 
reviews, editorials, and research notes.   

� Develop an email strategy to RSAI membership highlighting significant papers in RSPP of 
the past 24 months.  This will be a rolling 24 month window.   

� Review the languages that RSPP abstracts are published.  Send abstracted TOC to 
appropriate regional sections. 

� Decrease time to publication timeline (see management section below).  Attempt to get first 
response back to authors in 45 to 60 days. 

� Remind council to cite RSPP in their work where appropriate 
� Commission a comprehensive review article of policymaking history in regional science 
� Evaluate the article to volume ratio to determine optimum 

  

Management 
We have taken the committee’s recommendation to adjust the current editorial staff.  Additional 
changes will be made as we move forward.  It was thought it best to not advance replacement 
editors names at this time.  After Council approves the three year extension of the current editors 
we will evaluate and forward names to council to be approved via email prior to the World 
Congress in May.  

Editorial staff currently includes the following: 

� Michael Carroll, EIC 
� Neil Reid, Americas 
� Juan R. Cuadrado-Roura, Europe 
� John Madden, Asia Pacific 
� James Rowe, Book Reviews 

EIC expectations of Regional Editors: 

The following has been circulated to the regional editors as performance guidelines. 

� Solicit a minimum of three manuscripts per year 
� Time to first decision to be completed in 45 days 

o Timeline: 
� EIC assigns paper to regional editor within 5 days of author’s submission 
� Referee reports due in 21-28 days 
� Regional editors to return full decision to EIC within 5 days of receiving last 

referee report 
� EIC will submit final decision within 5 days of receiving regional editor 

recommendation 
� Regional Editors to evaluate referees in scholar one system when 

recommendation is sent to EIC.  This is necessary to track the referees and 
keep the best referees engaged in the RSPP journal activity. 

 

We will reorganize the editorial board as well.  The regional editors are submitting five names each 
and we will discuss the list and have final names in January 2014. 

Administrative Support 



Administrative support will be provided by Elisabete Martins.  She will provide the same 
administrative support for RSPP that she does for PIRS.  She will complete the administrative 
checklist in manuscript central and forward papers to the EIC.  She will also track delinquent 
referees and ensure reports will be delivered in a timely fashion.      

 

Milestones, Timelines, and Metrics 
Nov 2013 – Nov 2014 

� Editorial board changes 
� Integrate  Elisabete Martins into daily RSPP operations (January 2014) 
� Editorial to explain rebranding in the March 2014 issue of RSPP 
� First keynote to be delivered as first article (Henry Yeung) in May 
� Apply for ISI indexing June 2014 
� Launch the WB website 

o Targets: 
o Increase downloads by 7,500 
o Increase citations from 2.77 to 3.5 per paper 

 

Nov 2014- Nov2015 

� Publish the “first paper in first issue” feature (Henry Yeung) in March 2015 
� RSPP themed session at ERSA and NARSC 
� Award first Best Paper award (ERSA or NARSC Conference ) 

o Targets 
o Increase citations to 4.5 per paper 
o Increase downloads to 15,000 
o ISI impact factor of 1.0 

 

Nov 2015- Nov2016 

� RSPP themed session at ERSA and NARSC 
� Best paper award for 2016 
� Begin transition to new editorial team (June 2016) 

o Targets 
o Increase downloads to 20,000 
o Increase citations to 5.5 per paper 
o Increase ISI impact factor to 1.5 

 

  



Appendix 6: Motivation Letter and Curriculum Vitae of Andrea Caragliu 
Motivation Letter 

Milan, Oct. 16 2013 

To the attention of Prof. Tomaz Ponce Dentinho 

Executive Director 

Regional Science Association International 

Dear Tomaz, 

I am writing you to submit my candidature as Editor of the RSAI Newsletter. 

I have been member of the Italian Regional Science Association for almost eight years, and took part to all 
the conferences organized by the Italian Section. I also took part to most conferences organized by the 
European Regional Science Association, and, finally, participated to last year’s Timisoara Congress. 

My participation to the scientific community is represented by a continuous stream of publications dealing 
with various regional and urban topics, mostly revolving around the role of non-geographical proximity in 
regional innovation processes, and on the determinants of urban performance. 

As my career proceeds, I would be pleased to contribute more actively to the life of the scientific 
community. I believe the position of editorship of the RSAI Newsletter would very much fit what I can offer 
RSAI. My curiosity would naturally feed interesting topics to be covered; my interpersonal/social skills 
would complement with a good capability to connect in such a vast and complex network of scientists 
located far way. Finally, the attitude to work under pressure would help me in meeting the newsletter 
deadlines, so that the process of production works out as smoothly as possible. 

In order to offer the most complete picture of my candidature, I am attaching a detailed and up-to-date CV; 
however, please do not hesitate to contact me for any further questions. 

I thank you in advance for your attention, and I look forward to hearing back from the Association. 

Best regards, 

 

Andrea Caragliu 
Assistant Professor, Regional and Urban Economics 
Politecnico di Milano 
ABC - Architecture, Built Environment and Construction Engineering 
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32 
20133 Milan (MI) 
Italy 
Phone +39-02-23994048 

  



Curriculum Vitae 

Name  Andrea Antonio Guido Caragliu  

Address Politecnico di Milano 
ABC Department 
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32 
20133 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

E-mail andrea.caragliu@polimi.it 

Citizenship Italian 

Date of birth May 22,1978 

Sex Male  

Professional sector Academic researcher 

Professional 
experience 

 

Dates July 1,2013 →  

Job Assistant Professor, Regional and Urban Economics 

Institution and 
address 

Politecnico di Milano 
ABC Department 
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 20133 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

Industry Higher education 

Dates January 1,2010 –June 30, 2013  

Job Post-Doc fellow, Research Unit in Regional and Urban Economics 

Institution and 
address 

Politecnico di Milano 
Piazza Leonardo 32, 20133 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

Industry Higher education 

  

Dates September 29, 2009 – November 29, 2009; February 2, 2008 – July 5,2008 

Job Visiting student 

Activities Visiting scholar, Spatial Economics Department 
• Ph.D. in Economics: Second year courses (Regional and Urban Economics, 
Economics of Urban Transportation) 
• Independent research 

Institution and 
address 

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 
De Boelelaan 1105, 1081 HV Amsterdam (Netherlands) 

Industry Higher education 

Dates April 5, 2004 – December 31, 2006 

Job Economic consultant 

Activities Analysis of the redistributive effects of introducing new economic indicators in 
the income evaluation process and assessing their impact on the municipality’s 
costs’ structure. 

Institution and 
address 

Municipality of Alessandria 
Piazza della Libertà 1, 15121 Alessandria (AL) (Italy) 

Industry Public administration and defense 

  

Dates July 11, 2001 – October 10,2001 

Job Internship 

Activities Drawing up of country papers addressed to inform local consultants and 
allocate unilateral and multilateral donors’ funds, by executing data analysis 
and market research. 

Institution and 
address 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER (ITC) 
54-56 rue de Montbrillant, 1211 Geneva (Switzerland) 

Industry International organization 

Education  

Dates Jauary 1, 2007 – February 25, 2010  

Degree earned Ph.D. in Management, Economics and Industrial Engineering 

Principal 
subjects/occupational 

skills covered 

Advanced econometrics, regional economics, industrial organization. 
Full Ph.D. scholarship (Scuola Interpolitecnica). 
Title of the Final Dissertation: “Innovation, territorial capital and regional 



growth” 
The dissertation has been awarded the Merit Prize of the Italian Regional 
Science Association (runner-up for the Giorgio Leonardi Award) and the Merit 
Prize of the Committee of the Regions of the European Union. 

Name and type of 
organisation providing 

education and 
training 

Politecnico di Milano (Università) 
Piazza Leonardo 32, 20133 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

Equivalent ISCED level ISCED 6 

Dates September 9, 2004 – June 30, 2005 

Degree earned Master of Science in Economics 

Principal 
subjects/occupational 

skills covered 

Quantitative methods, financial economics, advanced macroeconomics, 
microeconomics and econometrics. 

Name and type of 
organisation providing 

education and 
training 

Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi (University) 
Via Sarfatti 25, 20136 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

Equivalent ISCED level ISCED 5 

Date September 16, 1997 – March 15, 2003 

Degree earned Degree in Economics 

Principal 
subjects/occupational 

skills covered 

Economic theory and analysis 

Name and type of 
organisation providing 

education and 
training 

Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi (University) 
Via Sarfatti 25, 20136 Milan (MI) (Italy) 

Equivalent ISCED level ISCED 5 

Personal skills LANGUAGES 

Mothertongue Italian 

Other languages  

European level(*) Listening Reading Oral interaction  Writing  

English(��) C1  Advanced user C2  Advanced user C1  Advanced user C1  Advanced user 

Dutch(¥) B1  Intermediate B1 Intermediate B1 Intermediate B1 Intermediate 

German A1  Elementary A1  Elementary A1  Elementary A1  Elementary 

 (*)European Languages Common Framework 
(#)TOEFL 117/120, November 2009. 
(¥)Profiel Maatschappelijke Taalvaardigheid (PMT), July 2011. 

 COMPUTER SKILLS 
Good knowledge of Microsoft Windows, Internet Explorer, Microsoft 
Word/Excel/Power Point, Stata, E-Views, GeoDA and ArcGIS. Knowledge of R, 
Matlab and VBA. 

Articles on refereed journals 
Forthcoming (online first) 

1. “Cognitive capital and islands of innovation: the Lucas growth model from a regional perspective”, Regional 
Studies, forthcoming (with Peter Nijkamp). 5-Year ISI Impact Factor: 2.212. 

2013 

2.  “Territorial patterns of innovation: A structural and a dynamic perspective through European case studies”, 
Regional Science Policy and Practice, 5 (4): 369-383 (with Camilla Lenzi). 

3. “Dynamics of knowledge diffusion: the ICT sector in Lombardy”, Regional Science Policy and Practice, 5 (4): 
453-473. 

4. “One or infinite optimal city sizes? In search of an equilibrium size for cities”, The Annals of Regional 
Science, 51 (2): 309-341 (with Roberto Camagni and Roberta Capello). DOI 10.1007/s00168-012-0548-7. 
2011 ISI Impact Factor: 1.026. 

5. “In search of incredible cities by means of super-efficiency data envelopment analysis”, Studies in Regional 
Science, (with Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, Peter Nijkamp, and Soushi Suzuki), 42 (1): 129-144. 

6. “Cultural determinants of migrations”, The Annals of Regional Science, 51 (1): 7-32 (with Chiara Del Bo, 
Henri de Groot and Gert-Jan Linders). 2011 ISI Impact Factor: 1.026. 

2012 

7. “Technological interdependence and regional growth in Europe”, Papers in Regional Science, (with Roberto 
Basile and Roberta Capello), 91 (4): 697-722. 5-Year ISI Impact Factor: 1.638. 

8. ““Spatial contextual impacts on business performance of Dutch firms”, Regional Statistics - Journal of the 



Hungarian Central Statistical Office (with Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, and Peter Nijkamp), 52 (2): 13-26. 

9.  “The impact of regional absorptive capacity on spatial knowledge spillovers”, Applied Economics, (with 
Peter Nijkamp), 44 (11): 1363-1374. DOI: 0.1080/00036846.2010.539549. 5-Year ISI Impact Factor: 0.739. 

10. “Smartness and European urban performance: assessing the local impacts of smart urban attributes”, 
Innovation - The European Journal for Social Science Research, (with Chiara Del Bo), 25 (2): 97-113 (2012). 
2010 ISI Impact Factor: 0.326. 

11. “Is innovation in cities a matter of knowledge intensive services? An empirical investigation”, Innovation - 
The European Journal for Social Science Research, (Roberta Capello and Camilla Lenzi), 25 (2): 147-170 
(2012). 2010 ISI Impact Factor: 0.326. 

2011 

12. “Comparative performance assessment of Smart Cities around the North Sea basin”, Network Industries 
Quarterly, 13 (3): 15-17 (with Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, and Peter Nijkamp). 

13. “Smart cities in Europe”, Journal of Urban Technology, (with Chiara Del Bo and Peter Nijkamp), 18 (2): 65-82. 
2010 ISI Impact Factor: 0.586. 

Translated in Chinese as: “  (Smart cities in Europe)”,  (Urban Insight), 20 (4): 26-44 
(with Chiara Del Bo and Peter Nijkamp, trans. S. Chan) (2012). 
Republished in M. Deakin (ed), “Smart cities: governing, modelling and analysing the transition”, London 
(UK): Routledge. 

14. “Determinants of spatial knowledge spillovers in Italian provinces”, Socio-Economic Planning Sciences, 45 
(1): 28-37 (with Chiara Del Bo). 

15. “Knowledge and social capital: increasing returns in regional growth”, (with Roberta Capello and Peter 
Nijkamp), Studies in Regional Science, 41 (1): 95-116. 

16. “Territorial capital and regional growth: increasing returns in knowledge use”, Tijdschrift voor economische 
en sociale geografie, (with Roberta Capello and Peter Nijkamp), 102 (4): 385-405. 2010 ISI Impact Factor: 
0.802. 

2009 

17. “Endogenous regional growth: the role of human and cognitive capital", Studia Regionalia, 23 (2), 9-23 (with 
Peter Nijkamp). 

Chapters on refereed books 
1. “Impacts of Multi-level Spatial Capital Resources on Business Performance”, in  K. Kourtit, P. Nijkamp, and R. 

Stimson (eds), “Applied Regional Growth and Innovation Models”, Berlin (DE): Springer Verlag, 2014, pp. 
313-334 (with Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, and Peter Nijkamp). 

2. “Smart Cities”, in J. Wright (ed), Encyclopedia of Behavioural and Human Sciences , Amsterdam (NL): Elsevier 
(forthcoming) (with Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, and Peter Nijkamp). 

3. “Technologically advanced regions", in Capello, R., and Lenzi, C. (eds), Territorial patterns of innovation: an 
inquiry on the knowledge economy in European regions, London (UK): Routledge, 2013, pp. 19-42 (with 
Roberta Capello). 

4.  “From islands to hubs of innovation: connecting innovative regions”, in Hilpert, U., and and Lawton Smith, 
H. (eds.), Networking regionalised innovative labour markets, London (UK): Routledge, 2012 (with Peter 
Nijkamp). 

5. “A map of human capital in European cities”, in Van Geenhuizen, M. and Nijkamp, P. (eds.). “Creative 
knowledge cities. Myths, visions and realities”, Cheltenham (UK): Edward Elgar, 2012 (with Chiara Del Bo 
and Peter Nijkamp). 

6. “Interregional knowledge spillovers and economic growth: the role of relational proximity”, in K. Kourtit et 
al. (eds.), Drivers of innovation, entrepreneurship and regional dynamics, (pp. 21-43) Berlin: Springer Verlag 
(2011) (with Roberto Basile and Roberta Capello). 

7. “An advanced Triple-Helix network model for smart cities performance”, in O. Yalciner Ercoskun (ed.), 
“Green and ecological technologies for urban planning: creating smart cities”, Hershey: IGI Global, 2011 
(with C. Del Bo, S. Giordano, M. Deakin, K. Kourtit, P. Lombardi, and P. Nijkamp). 

Republished in M. Deakin (ed), “Smart cities: governing, modelling and analysing the transition”, London 
(UK): Routledge. 

8. “L'Impatto della capacita di assorbimento delle regioni sugli spillover spaziali di conoscenza: Una 
rivisitazione del modello di Cohen e Levinthal”, in A. Bramanti and C. Salone (eds.), “Lo sviluppo territoriale 
nell'economia della conoscenza: teorie, attori, strategie” (pp. 147-166). Milan: Franco Angeli, 2009 (with 
Peter Nijkamp). 

Working papers 
1. “Space and knowledge spillovers in European regions: the impact of different forms of proximity on spatial 

knowledge diffusion”, Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper 13-148/VIII (with Peter Nijkamp) 
2. “From islands to hubs of innovation: connecting innovative regions”, Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper 

13-141/VIII (with Peter Nijkamp). 
3. “Smart Specialization Strategies and Smart Cities: An evidence- based assessment of EU policies”, Research 

Paper Unimi 52/2013. 
4. “Cognitive capital and islands of innovation: the Lucas growth model from a regional perspective”, 

Tinbergen Institute Discussion Papers TI 2011-116/3 (joint with Peter Nijkamp). 
5. “A map of human capital in European cities”, ”, Free University of Amsterdam Research Memorandum 

2011-44 (with Chiara Del Bo and Peter Nijkamp). 
6. “An advanced triple-helix network model for smart cities performance”, Free University of Amsterdam 

Research Memorandum 2011-45 (with Patrizia Lombardi, Silvia Giordano, Chiara Del Bo, Karima Kourtit, and 
Peter Nijkamp). 

7.  “Territorial capital and regional growth: increasing returns in cognitive knowledge use”, Tinbergen Institute 
Discussion Papers 09-059/3 (2009) Tinbergen Institute (with Roberta Capello and Peter Nijkamp). 

8. “Smart cities in Europe”, Free University of Amsterdam Research Memorandum 2009-48 (with Chiara Del Bo 



and Peter Nijkamp). 
9. “The impact of regional absorptive capacity on spatial knowledge spillovers”, Tinbergen Institute Discussion 

Papers 08-119/3 (with Peter Nijkamp). 
Conference proceedings 
1. “Smart cities in Europe”, Proceedings of the 3rd Central European Conference in Regional Science, pp. 45-59 

(joint with Chiara Del Bo and Peter Nijkamp) (invited article). 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 
Member of the Italian Association of Regional Science (AISRe), European Regional Science Association (ERSA) and 
American Economic Association (AEA). 
Referee for Applied Economics, Applied Spatial Analysis and Policy, Energy Policy, Environment, Development and 
Sustainability, European Planning Studies, Growth and Change, International Journal of Foresight and Innovation 
Policy, International Journal of Sustainable Development, International Regional Science Review, Journal of Urban 
Technology, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, Papers in Regional Science, Regional Studies, Scienze 
Regionali- The Italian Journal of Regional Science, Socio-Economic Planning Sciences, Studies in Regional Science, 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change, The Annals of  Regional Science, and Urban Studies. 
Refereeing activity for research institutions: Austrian Science Fund. 
Book proposals evaluations: Routledge. 
Guest editor (with Camilla Lenzi) for the special issue “Territorial patterns of innovation: evidence from successful 
European case studies”, Regional Science Policy and Practice, 5 (4): November 2013. 

Teaching 
2013-Today 
“Valutazione economica delle trasformazioni urbane” (Economic evaluation of urban trasformations). Course 
taught in the Master of Science degree in Building Management (taught in Italian). 
2011-2013 
 “Urban economics”, undergraduate course in the Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture and Planning (taught in 
English) 
September 2007 –Today 
“Investment Appraisal”, module taught at the Master Programmes MIT (Master in Open Innovation and 
Knowledge Transfer) and Fratelli Pesenti, Politecnico di Milano (taught in English) 
September 2005-Today 
TA for the following courses: 
Urban Economics 1; 
Urban Economics 2; 
Economic assessments of urban transformations and policies; 
European urban economics and policies; 
Territorial economic analysis. 
Applied research 
International research activity 
Member of the research team on FP7 project  “GRINCOH (Growth – Innovation – Competitiveness: Fostering 
Cohesion in Central and Eastern Europe)”. Research Unit Coordinator. 
Member of the research team on ESPON project 3.2 “Scenarios on the territorial future of Europe”. 
Member of the research team on ESPON project 4.1.3 Feasibility study on monitoring territorial development 
based on ESPON key indicators“. Research Unit coordinator. 
Member of the research team on “Knowledge economy, economic transformations and ICT in the EU25+: 
regional dynamics in the deployment phase”, The economic and social research institute, Dublin. Research Unit 
coordinator. 
Member of the research team on ESPON Applied Research KIT “Knowledge, Innovation, Territory”. 
Member of the research team on ESPON Targeted Analysis POLYCE “Metropolisation and Polycentric 
Development in Central Europe”. Research Unit coordinator. 
Member of the research team on “Smart Cities”, Interreg IVB North Sea Region Programme, coordinated by 
Napier University, Edinburgh (UK). Research Unit coordinator. 
Member of the research team on ESPON Applied Research ET2050 “Territorial Scenarios and Visions for Europe”. 
Research activity with Italian entities 
Italian National Research Council (CNR) fellowship for young researchers, Research program on “Territorial 
identity as a factor of integration”. Title of the winning project : “Competitiveness and regional disparities in the 
EU-27”. 
Member of the research team on “Human capital and professional competencies in the province of Trento”. 
Research Unit coordinator. 
Member of the research team on “Macroeconomic territorial scenarios”. Report on the role and relative 
positioning of Lombardy in Italy and Europe in the next 20 years, for the ADAI-Federmanager in Varese. 
Member of the research team on “Il Capitale Territoriale: un modello econometrico di competitività delle 
province italiane”, Bando PRIN 2008, Politecnico di Milano Research Unit (Project leader). Scientific coordinator: 
Roberto Camagni. 
Other academic activities/ awards 
December 2010 
Merit prize of the Committee of the Regions of the European Union for the doctoral thesis competition “Local and 
regional authorities in the European Union”. 
June 2010 
Diploma of honor (runner-up) in the Giorgio Leonardi Prize for Best Doctoral Dissertation in the academic year 
2009-2010 (Italian Association of Regional Science - AISRe). 
December 2008 
ISAE (Rome) 
AISRe Summer School in Spatial Econometrics. 



July 2007 
Pecs University (HU) 
DIMETIC Summer School in Geography of Innovation. 
July 2006 
Groningen University (NL) 
19th ERSA Advanced Summer School in Regional Science 
GIS and Spatial Econometrics 
December 2004 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) 
Quantitative 780/800  
Analytical 4.5/6  
Verbal 580/800 

 


